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The Merchant Hotel 
16 Skipper Street, Belfast



Dear Guest

The Merchant Hotel is situated in the vibrant, cobbled streets of the 
Cathedral Quarter in the heart of Belfast city centre. The grandeur 
of the original Grade A listed building features a harmonious blend 
of Victorian grandeur and Art Deco inspired sleek modernity. 

The building has long been admired for its distinctive architectural 
style both in its former life as the headquarters of the Ulster Bank 
and now in its new incarnation as a luxury hotel



The Great Room Restaurant

A sumptuous space evoking effortless and timeless grandeur,  
situated in the former main Banking Hall of the building.

A more fitting setting for the gastronomic delights prepared 
 daily for discerning guests could not be imagined. The food  
in The Great Room Restaurant is inspired by the classics.  
Enhancing this stunning food experience is a wine list which 
endeavours to remain unsurpassed in Ireland. It has been  
carefully constructed and changes regularly to reflect 
the flavours of the season, the best new wines and  
classic vintages. 

Due to social distancing restrictions and reduced capacities 
within our restaurants, we recommend booking in advance to 
avoid disappointment.



Berts Jazz Bar

Berts Jazz Bar encapsulates the sleek elegance of the  
Art Deco era complemented by fabulous cocktails and  
a mouth-watering French bistro style menu.

Find yourself instantly transported back to the chic, intimate
jazz bars of 1930s New York as you soak up the sophisticated
atmosphere and let the cool jazz melodies flow over you.

Berts is open seven days a week, please check our website  
for dining times.

Due to social distancing restrictions and reduced capacities 
within our restaurants, we recommend booking in advance  
to avoid disappointment.



The Cloth Ear

The Cloth Ear Bar is The Merchant Hotel’s comfortable public bar.  
The warm and welcoming interior provides the ideal environment 
to relax and enjoy yourself in style. Combining both modern and 
traditional design features with a healthy dose of eccentric touches. 

It also offers a nostalgic, yet fresh and creative menu; making use 
of the best locally sourced seasonal produce. The Cloth Ear takes 
bookings for relaxed pub lunches and delicious dinners. 

Due to social distancing restrictions and reduced capacities  
within our restaurants, we recommend booking in advance to  
avoid disappointment.



The Cocktail Bar

Our multi-award winning Cocktail Bar is the perfect spot 
for a drink before dinner. This beautiful room has many 
wonderful original architectural features. Antique Baccarat 
chandeliers and a stunning antique fireplace complement 
the fine design of the room

Our extensive cocktail list ensures that the diverse tastes  
of all cocktail connoisseurs will be met.



The Spa

The Spa at The Merchant Hotel is open daily for treatments  
and has been thoughtfully designed to create an environment  
that restores your physical well-being and promotes spiritual  
and emotional harmony.

Our signature product range is from local Irish brand VOYA.  
Inspired by the tradition of seaweed bathing, their certified  
organic seaweed products are best known for their detoxifying 
effects. We also provide a range of products from Elemis; the skin, 
body and wellness experts. Using ground-breaking formulas, their 
blend of science with the chemistry of nature results in products  
and treatments specifically designed for your individual skincare  
and lifestyle needs.



The Gym

Guests have complimentary access to our Gym; blending 
Art Deco decadence with state-of-the-art equipment and 
services, the Gym offers a fully equipped Techno Gym and 
Wellness System, aroma steam room, rock sauna and a 
roof terrace. You can relax with a glass of Champagne in 
our outdoor hot tub and enjoy panoramic views of the city.



Further Information

I hope you find this information useful, however please give us a call on 
+44 (0)28 9023 4888 with any questions you may have. We will look  
forward to welcoming you to the Merchant Hotel.

Kind regards,
The Reservations Team

@themerchanthotel
www.themerchanthotel.com

The Merchant Hotel 
16 Skipper Street, Belfast

Complimentary Wi-Fi 

We provide complimentary Wi-Fi 
during your stay. It is available in your 
hotel bedroom and throughout the 
public lounges in the hotel.

Newspapers 

Enjoy complimentary access to 
thousands of newspapers and 
magazines during your stay. Simply 
scan the QR codes provided 
throughout the hotel or connect to  
our hotel WiFi (MerchantHotel) and  
visit www.pressreader.com.


